CHAT LOG: Panel Session #1: State Mandates and Local Creativity

09:08:07 From PCL Foundation to Everyone:

Links to recordings and presentations posted after the Assembly: http://PCL.org/registrantinfo

09:15:12 From Howard Penn to Everyone:

Here is the link to the PCL Blog post with CEQA video link

09:15:13 From Howard Penn to Everyone:


Keep the recording going and just capture the attendees for this first session.

10:20:43 From Howard Penn to Everyone:

Recordings and panelists’ presentations will be uploaded at the link - PCL.org/registrantinfo. (give us a day or so to render the recording)

10:30:47 From Grecia Orozco (she/they), CRPE to Hosts and panelists:

Thanks for the helpful info!

10:32:22 From Rachel Hooper to Everyone:

Great discussion, thanks!